
Projection Screens and the many advances in projection surface innovation 

 

Projection Screen’s are surfaces that display an image sent from your media player to the  projector; 

projection screens have for years been known as the white screen that comes out of the ceiling or pulls down 

from the wall. Projection Screens for years are typically white and fabric – advancements in technology have 

brought many changes to the projection screen market. Most projector screens on the market have severe 

issues with ambient light and need controlled lighting environment to adequately display a projected image 

that will suitable for the viewing audience.  

 

Today Screen Solutions advanced projection technologies have taken the projector and screen out of the 

boardroom and into the real world solutions being investigated and desired by so many retailers and 

corporate entities. 

 

Screen Solutions is advancing and consistently pushing the envelope of projected display surfaces. No longer 

are projection screens only white and fabric; we don’t manufacture a single fabric projection screen. Most all 

Screen Solutions products are Acrylic based rigid projection screens; over the last few years we have made 

marked advancements in the area of advanced unique display surfaces. We now offer projection film screens 

and foils that apply right to glass and acrylic surfaces, transforming them into state of the art digital displays 

that are unique, one of a kind and have the ability to capture the attention of a given audience. 

 

With both Front and Rear Projection screens however, Rear Screens come in several different types and 

configurations including different rigid thickness’s and technical properties to paper thin RP films; our one and 

only front screen is so diverse in its ability to perform in so many different environments and circumstances 

that we have left our line of front screens at just the Reflection Front Screen. Since we are on the topic of 

Front Screen you should know that you have not experienced a Front Projection experience until you see the 

SSI Reflection Screen – not to brag but it’s worth looking at! 

 

Enjoy the diversity that projection screens can bring to you, your company, industry training and marketing 

needs. 

 

Visit us at www.projectorenclosure.com  or call 888-631-5880 for a no hassle consultation that we guarantee you will provide value to you and your business; for 
more information on hybrid projection screen technologies or projection design consultation visit www.projectionsystemdesign.com  or call 888-631-5880 for a no 
hassle consultation that we guarantee will provide value to you and your business. 

Screen Solutions Int.   
Solution – The method or process of solving a problem. 

Manufacturer meets Consultant Firm – Uniquely Refreshing 

Simply - we put the pieces of the puzzle together for you.  

 

No the matter the project we will assist you in determining the appropriate solution; even if it means a product that isn’t ours. Inspiration, Design and Integration are 

just the beginning of each and every endeavor. Solving the unique problems and challenges that present themselves in every project is what will set you apart and 

delivers the “value added” into the equation; bringing more than products but real world experience and passion for innovation. 
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